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Product innovation: Sky-Frame Arc 
 
Organic curves and dynamic forms 
 
August 16, 2013 – Sky-Frame's latest product innovation, Sky-Frame Arc, opens 
up unique design options: the new, curved sliding elements allow the creation of 
bold curvilinear shapes and dynamic forms. The Swiss-made, premium-quality 
product is immediately available, directly from Sky-Frame or from its local 
distribution partners in 24 countries. 
 

With Sky-Frame, the dream of a light, airy home 

environment becomes reality. The filigree window system 

with its flush-mounted sections affords breathtaking views 

and evokes the feel of living at the heart of nature – 365 

days a year. To widen the variety of combinations and 

customized spatial concepts, the engineers at Sky-Frame 

have recently developed the Sky-Frame Arc curved 

sliding window. The sliding elements run smoothly 

around curves, meet all quality standards and are 

optionally available in conjunction with Sky-Frame 2 and 3. 

 

Download high-resolution images (incl. details): http://bit.ly/13cRSKE 

 
Sky-Frame Arc With Sky-Frame 2  With Sky-Frame 3 
Glass type Double-glazed insulating 

glass 
Triple-glazed insulating glass 

Thermal transmittance Uw 
Glass Ug = 1.0 

1.2 W/m2K 1.3 W/m2K 
 

- 

Thermal transmittance Uw 
Glass Ug = 0.5 

- 0.7 W/m2K 0.8 W/m2K 
 

Sound reduction Rw, P Up to 28 dB Up to 44 dB 
Sliding elements 
Maximum width x height 

2.3 x 4 m (max. 8 m2) 2.3 x 4 m (max. 8 m2) 
 

Radius (minimum) 8 m, deviations on request 8 m, deviations on request 

 

About Sky-Frame 

With its frameless, filigree sliding windows, Sky-Frame turns the dream of an open, free-flowing 

living environment into reality. Winner of several awards, the Swiss-made, premium-quality 

product has delighted architects and clients worldwide with its top-class performance, 

convenience and minimalist design. With its wall-to-wall, floor-to-ceiling and wraparound corner 

glazing solutions, Sky-Frame caters for window fronts up to four metres high. The fixed and 

sliding elements are freely combinable and, thanks to the new Sky-Frame Arc, even organic 

geometries can now be accommodated. Sky-Frame currently features in more than 4,000 

completed projects in 24 countries. Faithful to the brand promise – "A view, not a window" – Sky-

Frame's frameless and expansive glass fronts open up breathtaking vistas.For further technical 

details and information on reference projects, please visit our website at www.sky-frame.ch 


